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Scientific scope of the technology forum
Vacuum
1. Vacuum measurements
Measurements of vacuum related quantities provide important data during development and operation of
many experiments in astroparticle physics, accelerator techniques and accelerator–based experiments for
instance at FAIR. Accuracy, resolution, long term stability and high sensitivity at UHV and XHV pressures
can pose considerable challenges to both experimenters and industry. Calibration and gas correction factors
for different gauges are an issue. Topics in this area are for instance absolute and partial pressure measurements (RGA), leak detection, gas flow measurement and control and outgassing measurement. Especially the latter issue is important when selecting materials for big vacuum chambers, as outgassing and available pumping speed are the dominant limiting factors for reaching low pressures. Currently new efforts are
being made to define such an international standard for outgassing measurements.

2. Pumping system
Challenges for pumping systems are large pumping speeds, low end pressure, hydro-carbon free vacuum,
long maintenance intervals and lifetime of the pumps, radiation-hardness and affordable costs for procurement and operation. Operation of pumps in harsh environments or in magnetic fields can be an issue. Recent developments of new pumping concepts, integrating different pumping techniques in the same housing,
can reduce costs and simplify the creation of UHV.

3. Material selection and treatment
Careful material selection and proper surface treatment such as well tested cleaning procedures, surface
coating, electro-polishing or baking are mandatory for reaching a good vacuum. Vapor pressure and outgassing rates at operating temperatures as well as temperature resistance at high baking temperatures are important parameters. Experiences with standard materials and new materials, especially manufacturing processes, outgassing rates, cleaning procedures and temperature resistance are important topics to be discussed. Optimized bake-out procedures at reduced temperatures can be help where sensitive components
are installed in the vacuum.

4. Manufacturing of vacuum chambers
Manufacturing of vacuum chambers requires specialized methods for machining, welding, bracing and soldering under clean working conditions. Usually these components are built by vacuum companies, who have
the means and experience for proper handling and cleaning of vacuum parts. For large vacuum systems
such as the KATRIN main spectrometer (1240 m3) the size of the chamber can easily exceed the scope of
vacuum companies. After finding a suitable industrial partner for such a big device, customer and manufacturer have to work closely together. Well planned production steps and appropriate QA measures ensure the
success of the endeavor. The experience gathered during manufacturing of such large vacuum components
will be discussed.

5. Special vacuum equipment and application in experiments
Here we want to discuss special components, such as special valves, electrical insulators, feedtroughs,
translation and rotation devices, UHV compatible motors, sensors, cables, and other parts in UHV applications. Insulation vacuum, in particular for cryostats and appropriate leak detection at cryogenic temperatures
are further issues. In general we want to discuss problems, solutions and experiences with vacuum applications in experiments.
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Cryogenics
1. Measurements at cryogenic temperatures
Measurement and control of cryogenic temperatures can be challenging both with regard to long term stability, accuracy and sensitivity. Another challenge are thermal links and temperature measurements of bolometers at ultra-low temperatures.

2. Generation of cryogenic temperatures
Cryogen-free coolers, such as pulse-tube coolers are a state-of-the-art technique to provide sufficient cooling
power without the need of large infrastructure. However, questions of reliability, maintenance cycles, operating costs or microphonics (vibrations in experiments) are important issues. It has to be compared to bath
cooling methods. Especially challenging are ultra-low temperatures from a few mK down to 100 µK, which
are needed for very sensitive bolometric measurements in astroparticle physics experiments. Other issues
are the handling of huge amounts of liquid gas or large heat loads.

3. Manufacturing of cryostats
Cryostats in various shapes and sizes are essential for most cryogenic applications. Well established and
tested manufacturing methods are mandatory for the successful production of cryostats. When selecting
suitable materials, physical properties at cryogenic temperatures, for instance magnetic permeability, are
important to know. Leak testing, especially finding cold leaks can be very challenging. Vacuum insulation,
multi-layer super-insulation and alternative insulating materials are topics to be discussed during the workshop.

4. Cryogenic applications in experiments
Cryogenic applications for experiments and accelerators comprise many challenging requirements. This
includes, for instance, the manufacturing of huge cryostats for liquid noble gas detectors, long cryogenic
transfer lines, ultra-low temperatures for bolometers or very stable temperature control. Some operating conditions require specific components, such as electrically insulating cryogenic transfer lines, cold valves for
UHV application or special sensors. For some experiments and accelerator applications the combination of
cryogenics, vacuum and strong magnetic or electrical fields pose a special challenge.
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Gravitational Waves
Vacuum
1. UHV vacuum chambers and tubes
In laser interferometers for Gravitational Wave detection most of the instrument has to be kept under HighVacuum or Ultra- High-Vacuum (HV, UHV). The vacuum system is a huge volume (~5000 m3) composed of
several UHV pipes with kilometric length, ~1 m in diameter and several cylindrical vertical HV/UHV tanks
(towers) containing the optical elements and their support structures. In general, it is necessary to have the
whole vacuum system constituting one single volume, without physical separations (windows) on the laser
beam path. HV volumes (the towers) contain parts of the apparatus not easily compatible with UHV pipes
where, on the contrary, the large majority of the laser beam has to travel. The separation between HV and
UHV is obtained by differential pumping or by cryogenic traps, stopping the migration of water and other high
vapour pressure components.
The noise due to vacuum fluctuations (i.e. the fluctuations of the number of molecules in the volume occupied by the laser beam in the arms cavities) is the major concern. The residual gas composition will be dominated by hydrogen with presence of water and other gases; we will aim to keep the total residual pressure at
about 1 10−10 mbar, corresponding to a noise level below 1 10−25 Hz−½. The vacuum system will be extremely clean from heavy organic molecules, both to limit the phase noise and to prevent pollution of the optical
components. Hydrocarbon partial pressure shall be at the level of 10−14 mbar.

2. Pumping system
The mirror chamber will be equipped with a permanent pumping group consisting of one 2500 l/s Ti sublimation pump coupled to a 300 l/s ion pump.
The pipe pumping system has been conceived to be composed of standard modules, grouped together, in
order to limit the number of pumping stations along the arms. The goal total residual pressure (hydrogen and
other gases) of 1 10−10 mbar can be obtained, after firing and bake-out (see a previous subsection), with one
5000 l/s pumping group.

3. Vacuum valves
Large gate valves with an aperture up to 1 m must be set at each end of the arm pipes, in order to preserve
vacuum when venting a chambers hosting the mirrors. For the same reason each tower will be separable
from the rest of the vacuum enclosure by suitable gate valves. Cost and increase of their reliability versus
the number of times of their use are main concerns of the GW HUV system.

4. The bake-out process in an underground environment
Applying in the underground laboratory the same bake-out procedure foreseen for the advanced GW detectors located determines an increase of room temperature at the limit of what could be tolerable. A new procedure must be studied based on improved thermal insulation materials and by choosing to perform the
bake-out in sequence on shorter pipe sections, separated by “pseudo-valves”, vacuum tight, but able to sustain null pressure difference.
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Cryogenics
1. Cryotraps
High vacuum volumes (e.g. the towers) will communicate with the UHV pipe through liquid nitrogen cryotraps, to prevent migration of water and other high vapor pressure contaminants. This solution is adopted in
the advanced detectors and it is foreseen also in the high frequency ET interferometer. For the ET low frequency interferometer the cryotraps must be equipped of a section at 4 K and a long terminal part at
the liquid nitrogen temperature. In this case their main function is to stop the radiation thermal input on the
cryogenic mirror. In both cases the main concern is the propagation of mechanical noise due to cryogenic liquid bubbling.

2. The Einstein Telescope (E.T.) cryostats
To cool at cryogenic temperature the four test masses of the LF- E.T. detector we plan to extract the mirror
heat via the suspension fibres attached at the other end to a suspended body (the marionette) steered by
means of e.m. actuators. The marionette is cooled via soft thermal links, which transmit the refrigeration
power accumulated in a cold box set on top of a mechanical superattenuator. Thus, two cryostats are needed for each mirror, one hosting the mirror-marionette system and a second one hosting the auxiliary superattenuator supporting the cold box. This solution will permit to preserve the mechanical isolation between
the mirror and the cooler. The design of the links and their thermal and mechanical anchors are crucial
details to be defined.

3. Cryocoolers
The use of pulse tube cryocooler seems to be an interesting option for cooling at cryogenic temperature the
GW mirrors. They are intrinsically more reliable and less noisy than classic Gifford-machMahon coolers. The
cryo-plants based on PT cryocoolers implies to install for each tower hosting a test mass a doublet of one
stage and two stage PT cryocoolers. A similar solution is used to cool the ancillary tower. However, because
of the gas pulse flowing in its cold head, also this kind of refrigerator injects mechanical noise in the cooled
sample, at a level, which is still far too high for the elements of a gravitational antenna. The gas pulse vibration is transmitted also along the high pressure helium flexible lines. Thus, the line requires a specialized
design and construction: it will include an acoustic sheath covering the flexible tube and massive concrete slabs to anchor several sectors of the gas lines. Although this solution has been adopted in LCGT,
we stress that the vibration issue is one of the most limiting factors of a low temperature GW experiment and it requires a R&D activity to be carried on in collaboration with the specialized industries.

4. The cryogenic fluid approach
The porpoise to cool the mirror at cryogenic temperature can be pursued in alternative using the classic approach of liquid helium cryostats. In this case a liquefier/refrigerator will be installed on the surface building
for each vertex of the interferometer and the liquid helium will be sent by long transfer lines to the underground detector, like the case of the LHC cryoplant. The cryogenic system will include a distribution valve
box and the cryogenic piping up to the interface of the ET cryostat. The limit of this solution is associated to
the acoustic noise associated to the boiling of the cryo fluids. To cancel this problem it has been proposed also to design system based on the use of Helium ii.
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Neutrino Physics and Proton Decay
Vacuum
1. High vacuum chambers
Cryogenic detectors for proton decay searches and neutrino physics all use liquid argon as detector medium
(other liquefied noble gases as Xe, Kr, Ne and He are of interest in different applications). So far, large-scale
liquid argon detectors are housed in a vessel that is at the same time a vacuum chamber and a cryostat. The
largest single vessel built and operated so far (ICARUS T300) has a volume of ~250 m3. Future projects
(e.g. GLACIER) foresee a scale up by a factor of ~300 (100 kton detector). During operation, the vessel is
filled with liquid argon. Vacuum for cryogenic detectors for proton decay searches and neutrino physics covers three separate functions:
i.
ii.

Remove air from the vessel prior to cooling and filling with liquid argon.
Remove outgassing (water and other elements) from the detector materials and the vessel walls
(baking is also sometimes performed).
iii. Verify the integrity (tightness) of the system itself.

It is debatable whether future generation detectors will make use of UHV vessels. Main concerns are: cost
and feasibility of such a large vacuum chamber, including underground operation. More important, it is
increasingly clear that non-vacuum vessels may work as well. An alternative being pushed is the use of a
non-vacuum vessel based on the technology developed for liquefied natural gas (LNG) tanks.

2. Pumping system
If the vacuum vessel is pursued, the pumping system has to provide ~10,000 m3/hr (primary pump) and 100
times 1000 l/s, in order to reach a vacuum of 10-4 mbar or better (extrapolated from ICARUS T600).

3. Vacuum feedthroughs
A large number of electronic channels are needed for the readout of a large liquid argon detector, of the
order of 106 channels for a 100 kton detector. Vacuum feedthroughs need to be developed to fit this requirement.

4. Material requirements
The vessel / vacuum chamber is far from empty and the compatibility with the vacuum requirements of the
materials and of the assembly techniques has to be evaluated. The outgassing properties of the materials
used in the detector construction (various plastics, cables, electronic components) have to be taken into
account, as well as virtual leaks. The assembly of the detector in an underground location has to meet strict
cleanness standards.
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Cryogenics
1. Cryostat
The cryostat must be adequate for holding ~100 kton of liquid argon in an underground location. Examples of
such cryostats are available from the LNG industry, but experience related to deep underground installations
is lacking. Another very stringent requirement is on leak tightness of the cryostat, due to the fact that the
oxygen contamination of the liquid argon must be kept at the part-per-trillion (ppt) level.

2. Cooling
Once the detector is full of liquid argon, there is an estimated heat load of about 80 kW. Therefore a cooling
system must be designed to liquefy the evaporated liquid argon back into the vessel. Again, requirements for an underground installation must be taken into account.

3. Cryostat purging
As discussed in the vacuum section, the cryostat must be purged from air to few part-per-billion of residual oxygen. If the cryostat is not a vacuum vessel, this must be obtained by flushing the vessel with
argon gas, which is continuously purified.

4. Cryogens handling
Handling of 100 kton of liquid argon is critical. Several items have to be considered: procurement, delivery,
and storage. Moreover, the purity (at the level of 1 ppm oxygen contamination, or better) of the liquid argon
must be checked on small batches to avoid large scale contamination of the liquid argon. One critical aspect
that needs to be addressed is the transfer of the liquid argon from the surface to the deep underground
location.

5. Liquid argon purity/purification
In order to have ultra-pure liquid argon, with oxygen contamination at the ppt level, several aspects have to
be considered:
i. The integrity of the vessel, which must have a leak rate compatible with the purity requirements.
ii. The outgassing of the materials inside the vessel.
iii. Virtual leaks.
Once these aspects related to the cryogenic vessel have been considered and accounted for, there are still
at least three crucial issues related to liquid argon handling:
i.

Argon purification while filling to bring the oxygen contamination down from the ppm level to the ppt
level. To do so, appropriate filters have to be developed.
ii. Purification and recirculation of the argon gas and of the evaporated argon (prior to recondensing inside the vessel). For this purpose, an efficient gas recirculation system with clean, leak tight
pumps is required, together with appropriate filters.
iii. Purification and recirculation of the liquid argon. Purifying liquid argon directly, without going through
the steps of evaporation and recondensation, is much more efficient, and is fundamental in order to
keep the purity of ~100kton of liquid argon. Clean pumps, compatible with cryogenic operation,
are needed to force the circulation of the liquid through purification cartridges.
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Neutrino Mass
Vacuum
1. Vacuum chambers and tubes
The KATRIN spectrometer has been made of 316LN stainless steel with electro-polished surfaces. After
bake-out at up to 350°C the outgassing rates of the large spectrometer as well as previous tests with smaller
prototypes reached a value of 1·10-12 mbar·l/s·cm2 at room temperature. Lowering the temperature of the
recipient by 10°C reduced the outgassing rate by a factor of 2. In the source and transport section gold coating of the surfaces will be used to reduce the adsorption of tritium. Tritium-compatibility has to be taken into
account when choosing components such as pumps, where no hydro-carbons or Teflon-insulated cables are
allowed.

2. Pumping system
The vacuum system of the KATRIN experiment faces different challenges. The majority of gas in the source
and transport section (beamline) is tritium. From source to spectrometer the tritium flow has to be reduced by
at least 14 orders of magnitude. The TMPs of the differential pumping sections of the beamline have to be
tritium-compatible. In KATRIN TMPs are operated close to superconducting magnets. Overheating of the
rotor due to eddy-currents poses a danger for save, long-term operation of the pumps. Therefore the heating
of the rotor has been investigated in an experiment and a theoretical model has been developed to quantify
the effect. The last section of the beamline is a cryogenic pumping section at 4K using argon snow frozen to
its walls, providing a large surface for tritium cryo-sorption.
The main spectrometer (10-11 mbar) is equipped with a 106 l/s NEG pump (3000m of SAES St707 strips) and
6 large TMPs. A small amount of radon emanation from the getter material can produce background events,
which would disturb the measurement. A LN2 baffle in front of the getter pump will capture the radon, thus
reducing the background rate. Radon emanation can also be a problem for other low background experiments. Finding a getter alloy without radon would be an advantage, because cryo-baffles reduce the effective pumping speed by more than a factor of 2.

3. Vacuum measurement
The vacuum system of the KATRIN neutrino mass experiment faces a variety of different challenges. The
gaseous tritium source has to maintain a constant gas flow and pressure profile with a long term accuracy
and stability in the 10-3 – 10-4 range, starting at an absolute pressure of 3·10-3 mbar in the centre of the
source. The vacuum gauges have to be operated in an atmosphere of radioactive tritium gas. In the spectrometer section a pressure of 1·10-11 mbar has to be maintained. In this pressure regime only very few vacuum gauges are available. Calibration for such vacuum gauges usually ends at around 10-8 mbar.

4. Special components
The KATRIN experiment has specially designed, custom made vacuum valves, which will be mounted inside
the warm bore of super-conducting 4 and 6 T magnets. They separate the two spectrometers and the main
spectrometer from the detector section of the experiment, allowing the venting of one component for maintenance, while the other one remains under vacuum.
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Cryogenics
This section concentrates on cryogenic requirements of the KATRIN experiment. Cryogenic issues of bolometric neutrino mass measurements, such as the MARE experiment, are similar to the challenges of dark
matter and neutrinoless double beta decay (02 experiments.

1. Overview of the cryogenic system
The cryogenic systems of the KATRIN experiment have four major tasks:
i.

Cooling of the super-conducting solenoids along the beamline, which guide the decay electrons
through the experiment.
ii. Long term temperature stabilization below the 10-3 level of the tritium gas in the source tube of the
windowless gaseous tritium source (WGTS).
iii. Maintaining a layer of argon snow on the inner surface of the cryogenic pumping section (CPS) for
cryosorption of tritium.
iv. Capturing of radon atoms with cryo-baffles in the main spectrometer.

2. Cryostats
Along the KATRIN beamline there are three large cryostats for the WGTS, a differential pumping section
(DPS) and the CPS in addition to several smaller ones for stand-alone solenoids between the spectrometer
and detector sections.
The three major cryostats have a diameter of 1m and a length of 16m (WGTS) and 7m (DPS, CPS), respectively. With the large amount of stored energy in the super-conducting magnets and a liquid helium content
of 0.6…1.5 m3, quench protection and accessibility in case of repairs are important issues in the design of
these cryostats. A sufficient pressure rating is important for the implementation of several safety levels. The
WGTS cryostat with 12 cryogenic circuits for different temperatures and gases is particularly challenging.

3. Generation of cryogenic temperatures
The magnets in the large cryostats are cooled by LHe bath cooling to 4.5 K. The cooling power is provided
by a central helium refrigerator, which is connected to the cryostats by a 40 m long cryogenic transfer line
with several valve boxes. Smaller magnets are cooled by cryogen free pulse tube coolers. Low microphonics
from the cryogen free coolers is especially important for magnets in the detector section, where microphonics
can produce noise in the sensitive detector signal. The 10m long source tube in the WGTS will be kept at a
temperature of 30K by boiling off neon in tubes attached to the beamline.

4. Temperature stabilization at cryogenic temperatures
KATRIN requires a stability of the source temperature better than 1 ‰ at 30 K operating temperature. The
heat loads on the beam tube inside the WGTS cryostat are basically constant. On the other hand, the temperature of the heat sink, i.e. gaseous helium in a primary circuit for the beam tube cooling, typically fluctuates by a few hundred mK due to the normal operating behaviour of the helium refrigerator. In order to
smooth out those fluctuations and to provide a homogeneous temperature profile along the 10 m long beam
tube, a two-phase thermosiphon with saturated neon has been developed. This novel system was tested
successfully, achieving temperature stability as low as 1.6 mK/h (standard deviation). The temperature stabilization is a passive feature of the system design, mainly influenced by the thermal capacitance and the
thermal resistance of the heat exchanger between the primary helium and the secondary neon circuit.

5. Cryopumps and cryotraps
The last stage of the beamline pumping system, which keeps out tritium from the spectrometer section, is the
cryogenic pumping section (CPS). Instead of using charcoal on cryo-panels, as done in standard cryopumps,
the CPS has cryo-panels at the inner surface of the beamline, which are covered with argon frost. This argon
snow provides the large surface needed to cryosorb tritium at a temperature of 3 K. In order to regenerate
the cryopump every 60 days, the beam tube is heated to 100 K and both sorbed tritium and argon are
flushed out with helium gas. After cooling down again, a new layer of tritium-free argon snow is frozen onto
the surface of the argon frost pump in the CPS.
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Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research
Vacuum- and cryo-techniques in accelerators
1. UHV vacuum chambers and tubes
FAIR the Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research is a new, unique international accelerator facility for research with antiprotons, heavy ions and rare isotopes. The most of the instrumentations of these accelerator
facilities have to be kept out under high vacuum or ultra high vacuum. The complete accelerator facility has a
length of approximately about 6km of beam vacuum system and 3km of isolation vacuum system for the
superconducting magnets and cryogenic transfer lines. The whole facility consists of two heavy ion synchrotrons (SIS100 and SIS300) with a length of about 1100m each, where approx 80% of the beam vacuum system is operated at cryogenic temperatures, a storage and accumulator ring complex (HESR, CR, RESR and
NESR) with a length in the range of 200 to 550m and the beam transfer system including the experimental
beam lines with a length of about 2.5km. In all these accelerator rings and beam lines the required vacuum
ranges from 10-7 mbar in the ProtonLinac down to the lower 10-12 mbar regime in the synchrotrons. Therefore, the vacuum pipes in the room temperature operated sectors of the synchrotrons, the HESR, the RESR
and the NESR are in-situ bakeable up to 300°C. As material for the beam pipe mainly austenitic stainless
steel will be used.

2. Pumping system
The pumping of the vacuum system of FAIR will be done by a combination of turbomolecular pumps and
roughing pumps for the pump down of the system and with sputter ion pumps, Titanium sublimation pumps,
sputter ion/NEG combination pumps and NEG coating for the ultrahigh vacuum regime. In the cryogenic
vacuum sectors the actively cooled beam pipes will act as pumps, which will be operated at temperatures of
around 10 K. Hydrogen pumping is supported by special charcoal adsorption pumps with an operation temperature at 4.2 K.

3. Vacuum measurement
To measure the wide vacuum regime inside of the FAIR accelerators different types of vacuum gauges will
be used, like Penning/Pirani gauges, wide range ion gauges, cold and hot cathode gauges. Beside the vacuum level the various radiation levels in the different machines influence the choice of gauges to be used. In
addition to the total pressure measurements residual gas analyzers with a detection limit 10-15 mbar will be
used in the synchrotrons and storage rings to monitor the residual gas composition.

4. Special requirements
For the bakeable sections of the FAIR vacuum system all components must withstand temperatures of up to
300°C. For example only all metal gate valves will be used in SIS100 and SIS300. To reach the required low
outgassing rates inside of the accelerator only a limited number of materials are allowed. In some areas also
only radiation hard equipment can be used. The required low outgassing rate of the stainless steel vacuum
chambers will be guaranteed by a special cleaning procedure, followed by a vacuum firing at 950°C.
For the cryogenic section the question how to measure the pressure arises: Cold cathode gauges extinguish
in the regime below 10-11 mbar and hot cathode ionization gauges have a non tolerable heat input to the
cryogenic system. So cold emission extractor like ionization gauges would be preferable but are not on the
market.
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ASTeC Vacuum Science Group
Research activity
1. Electron Beam Test Facility
The ASTeC Vacuum Science Group is based at the Cockcroft Institute STFC Daresbury Laboratory. Currently the main focus of ASTeC is to establish a new Electron Beam Test Facility (EBTF) which eventually
can drive a compact FEL. The photoinjector is based on a 2.5 cell S-band photocathode RF gun operating
with copper photocathodes and driven by a third harmonic of Ti: Sapphire laser (266 nm) installed in dedicated thermally stabilized room. This will progress to a Compact Linear Advanced Research Accelerator
(CLARA). The role of the vacuum group will be to design the appropriate level of vacuum that is needed and
to set up an R&D program to study metal photocathodes in terms of preparation and factors that degrade
their QE.

2. GaAs photocathods for ERL injectors
Significant effort has been expended over several years at Daresbury on R&D in the procedures underlying
the preparation of the GaAs photocathode family for use as electron sources in ERL injectors. Having established robust chemical and thermal cleaning processes, and carried out lifetime studies on activated photocathodes by deliberately poisoning them, we studied the different levels of quantum efficiency achievable
using a heterostructure photocathode when activating with both oxygen and nitrogen-triflouride. The next
goal in our research programme is to investigate the ultimate emittance achievable from the GaAs photocathode family. One option under consideration is the cooling of photocathodes to Liquid Nitrogen (LN) temperature, and two experimental programmes have been instigated on this basis. The first is intended to
measure the energy spread of electrons emitted from the photocathode, and observe how the energy spread
evolves during photocathode degradation at low energy at both room and LN temperatures. The second
programme aims to characterise photocathode emittance and response time in a relatively low energy 160
kV photocathode gun, with photocathodes degraded from Negative Electron Affinity to a Positive Electron
Affinity state at both room and LN temperatures.

3. NEG coating
Our R&D activity, over the past several years, in development of non evaporable getter coating has achieved
in synthesising the lowest activation temperature NEG coating of 160C with the quaternary alloy of TiZrVHf.
Our next goal is to prepare a surface that pumps and will produce the lowest secondary electron emission at
the same time. Two PhD programs are currently being started to study secondary electron emission and
photon/electron stimulated desorption from bare and engineered vacuum surfaces.

4. Vacuum gauge comparison facility
We have recently upgraded our vacuum gauge comparison facility to a secondary gauge calibration standard. This will enable gauges to be compared in the range between 10-5 and 10-9 mbar to an Extractor gauge
calibrated against a primary standard at the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt in Germany which is
renewed every twelve months. Now that a collaboration between ASTeC, PTB, and SS Scientific is underway the facility will not only play an important role in the laboratory for high accuracy and consistent pressure
measurements but will now be available as a service for external customers.
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List of Projects
Astroparticle Physics
1. Gravitational Waves
Einstein Telescope (E.T.)

www.et-gw.eu

European Gravitational Observatory (EGO, Cascina)

www.ego-gw.it

GEO600 (Hanover)

www.geo600.org

2. Neutrino Physics and Proton Decay
IKARUS (Gran Sasso Lab)

icarus.lngs.infn.it

LAGUNA

www.laguna-science.eu

3. Neutrino Mass
KATRIN (Karlsruhe)

www-ik.fzk.de/~katrin

4. Dark Matter and Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay
DARWIN

darwin.physik.uzh.ch

EURECA

www.eureca.ox.ac.uk

XENON (Gran Sasso Lab)

xenon.astro.columbia.edu

GERDA (Gran Sasso Lab)

www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/gerda

CUORE (Gran Sasso Lab)

crio.mib.infn.it/wig/Cuorepage/CUORE.php

Accelerator Physics
FAIR - Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (Darmstadt)
CERN (Geneva)

www.fair-center.de
www.cern.ch

ASTeC (Daresbury)

www.stfc.ac.uk/ASTeC
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Participating Companies
Agilent Technologies Sales & Services GmbH&Co KG (Waldbronn, Wiesbaden, Germany)
Allectra GmbH (Schönfließ, Germany)
Babcock Noell GmbH (Würzburg, Germany)
COMVAT AG (Haag, Switzerland)
Criotec Impianti S.r.l. (Chivasso, Italy)
Cryogenic Ltc. (London, UK)
DeMaCo Holland bv (Noord-Scharwoude, the Netherlands)
FMB Feinwerk- und Meßtechnik GmbH (Berlin, Germany)
FOCUS GmbH (Hünstetten, Germany)
Friatec AG (Mannheim, Germany)
Garlock GmbH (Neuss, Germany)
HTMS NV - High Tech Metal Seals (Mechelen, Belgium)
LAPP Insulators Alumina GmbH (Redwitz a.d.Rodach, Germany)
MAN Diesel & Turbo SE (Deggendorf, Germany)
NTG Neue Technologien GmbH (Gelnhausen, Germany)
Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum GmbH (Köln, Germany)
PINK GmbH Vakuumtechnik (Wertheim, Germany)
PREVAC sp. z o.o. (Rogów, Poland)
PSTproducts GmbH (Alzenau, Germany)
Pfeiffer Vacuum GmbH (Aßlar, Germany)
Reuter Technologie GmbH (Alzenau, Germany)
SDMS technologies (Saint Romans, France)
Sumitomo Cryogenics of Europe GmbH (Darmstadt, Germany)
Trinos Vakuum-Systeme GmbH (Göttingen, Germany)
VACOM Vakuum Komponenten & Messtechnik GmbH (Jena, Germany)
WEKA AG (Bäretswil, Switzerland)
Wesgo Ceramics GmbH (Erlangen, Germany)
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ASPERA

HEPTech

is a European network of national government
agencies responsible for coordinating and funding
national research efforts in astroparticle physics.

is the high energy physics technology transfer
network (TTN).

ASPERA (AStroparticle Physics European Research Area network) started in July 2006 and has
been extended for another three years in 2009.
Currently, the network comprises 25 national
funding agencies. The work of the network will be
continued by the currently forming Astroparticle
Physics European Consortium ApPEC.
The main achievements of ASPERA are the
development of the European strategy for astroparticle physics and the preparation of a roadmap
for this research field. The roadmap presented in
September 2008 and updated in 2011 lists seven
large infrastructures. To support the realisation of
these projects, ASPERA is preparing a common
action plan. Reaching into R&D cooperations with
SMEs in Europe is one of its efforts.

The network is made up of leading European
institutions and universities from 16 different
countries. Each of these research organisations
works across a range of world-leading scientific
areas to meet the intense technological challenges of exploring fundamental particle, astroparticle
and nuclear physics.
HEPTech demonstrates the importance and usefulness of high energy physics to society by
providing researchers and industry with easy,
facilitated access to expert knowledge and skills,
unique capabilities and high-tech technologies
that cannot be found elsewhere.

So far ASPERA launched two European common
calls for R&D and design studies in the field of
astroparticle physics, a third common call is
currently prepared.

The HEPTech network provides a single point of
access into the members’ world-leading laboratories and centres of excellence, and to their cutting-edge expertise in high-tech areas including:
accelerators, vacuum technologies, magnets,
detectors, electronics and IT, superconductivity
and cryogenics, mechanics and surface
treatments.

www.aspera-eu.org

www.heptech.org
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